OVERVIEW OF THE WORKSHOP

Over the last decade remote laboratories have emerged as valuable educational resources, providing the potential for improved educational outcomes, student flexibility, richer laboratory experiences, and cross-institutional resource sharing. Recent work has seen the successful establishment of a national laboratory sharing initiative. While there has been increasing attention given to the pedagogy that underpins the use of remote labs, the focus on the design of the lessons that take advantage of remote laboratories has been much more limited. Especially, the shared laboratories have been limited by a lack of a mechanism for systematically guiding students through laboratory lesson guides (sometimes also known as lesson plans) that aim to structure their learning.

In an effort to move towards this, we have been exploring approaches for developing pedagogically-sound student lab guide through creating lesson templates that capture best practice in laboratory-based learning. The hypothesis is that a sound lesson guide design will fill the existing gap in laboratory pedagogy, and mediate the student laboratory experience with the laboratory rigs from cradle to grave (Lowe et.al., 2012). In this quest to explore what makes a good laboratory lesson guide and what is good practice, we have elicited key factors that might contribute to best practice in laboratory lessons from pedagogical literature, exemplar lesson guides (from a variety of laboratories), subject matter experts (SMEs) and end-users (students).

We collected and carried a preliminary review of the exemplar lesson guides in-house. We also carried out a detailed literature search. In eliciting expert inputs, we followed a hybrid approach, combining open holistic evaluation that gave the expert freedom to generate their own criteria followed by more structured evaluation where provide criteria that we elicited from the literature. Subsequently, we also interviewed the experts to understand and elicit contextual factors that might influence the laboratory design, as well as the interdependencies between laboratory design factors. Inputs from end-users (students) were elicited via a focus group based evaluation containing both structured elicitation and an idealized design exercise, as well as through crowd-sourcing from a large number of interested students. Based on these factors, we developed proof of concept laboratory lesson guides suitable for remote laboratories. We have integrated such lesson guides with a Learning Management System (LMS) (in this case Blackboard) and remote laboratory rigs to provide for automated linkages between stages of the lesson guide and the physical laboratory session. We have also developed generic guidelines for designing effective laboratories, be they are remote labs or physical labs.

This workshop will focus on sharing the outcomes of this previous work on laboratory lesson guides, and using it to explore how student laboratory practices can be enhanced. Participants will be engaged in a dialogue around laboratory activity best practice, and will be shown how using design heuristics can be used to improve practice in the context of a set of adaptive lesson plans for remote laboratories.

ACTIVITIES

The workshop will consist of the following activities:

- The participants will be introduced to the context, the background as well as the design factors/ elements for the generic labs and the context in which the factors might be applicable (or not applicable). The participants will have an opportunity to explore and revise these factors and evaluate their relevance.
Then, the participants will be introduced to the laboratory lesson design guidelines. The participants will have an opportunity to reshape the guidelines.

Finally, the participants will have hands-on introduction to a sample of remote laboratory lessons (will involve demonstration and guided participation through remote laboratory software and lessons) that were designed to exhibit some of the design elements or guidelines. The participants will have an opportunity to discuss the application of such principles in remote laboratory context in their own labs or related labs.

Workshop will end with organizers summarising the findings at the end.

TARGET AUDIENCE
The workshop is suitable for all researchers and practitioners interested in the fields of engineering or science education. There is no prior knowledge required to participate in these workshops.

OUTCOMES
The workshop will have two outcomes, aimed at two parties to the workshop:

- For the participants, it is an opportunity to learn about, gain first-hand experience, as well as contribute to, pedagogically sound remote labs as well as general guidelines for developing laboratory lessons.
- For the workshop facilitators, it gives the necessary feedback about the laboratory lessons as well as laboratory guides developed.
- For the general readers, it kicks starts the discussion of issues pertaining to remote laboratories as well as designing laboratory lesson guides.
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